
NOTE
Light housing must be mounted in upright position
with mounting bracket on the bottom.  If light is
mounted by hanging bracket on top, wire/cable exit
holes must be sealed and a new 1/8" hole drilled in
bottom back of light housing.

STROBE INSTALLATION

1. Insert the female terminated end of the strobe connector
cable into hole in back bottom of light housing.

2. Fasten a wire tie around the strobe cable about 2" from
terminated end and pull tight.

3. Install the proper 3 position amp connector housing on to
terminated ends of strobe cable.

NOTE
WIRING CODE MUST BE OBSERVED WHEN
INSERTING PINS INTO AMP CONNECTOR
HOUSING.  Refer to Figure A.
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4. Connect the sockets from the cable and light together.

5. Route the extra wire and amp connector to side of light
housing and push the light/reflector assembly into light
housing until it snaps in.

NOTE
MAKE SURE THAT THE LINES IN THE LENS ARE
VERTICAL.

6. Mount the "U" bracket to light housing, and then to the
vehicle using supplied parts kit.

7. Route strobe cable to strobe power supply.

HALOGEN INSTALLATION

1. Route the two wires from reflector/bulb assembly through
the two small holes in back bottom of light housing.

2. Push reflector/bulb assembly into light housing until it
snaps in.

NOTE
MAKE SURE THAT THE LINES IN THE LENS ARE
VERTICAL.

3. Mount the "U" bracket to light housing and then to the
vehicle using supplied parts kit.

4. Connect extending wires to light.  Red wire is positive and
black wire is negative.

WARRANTY
Sound Off, Inc. warranties the Par 36 Extended Lens Light for
1 (one) full year from date of purchase, to the original pur-
chaser, against any manufactured defects or workmanship.
This warranty applies only to units installed according to
manufacturer's installation instructions and operated within the
units specifications.  Warranty is void if the unit was installed
incorrectly or maliciously damaged.  All warranty claims must
be accompanied by a dated proof of purchase.  Sound Off,
Inc. retains the right to be the sole mediator of what consti-
tutes defects in performance or manufacturing.

MALE AMP CONNECTOR

Insert wires with male pins into
the proper locations in the male
AMP connector:

RED WIRE - HOLE 1
BLACK WIRE - HOLE 2
WHITE WIRE - HOLE 3

RED WIRE - HOLE 1
BLACK WIRE - HOLE 2
WHITE WIRE - HOLE 3

Insert wires with female pins into
the proper locations in the female
AMP connector:

FEMALE AMP
CONNECTOR
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Figure A.


